
The process of purchasing real estate includes many steps. 
Reviewing a property profile report and a preliminary title 
report is necessary in the process, and it’s important to 
know the differences between the two products.

Property Profile:
A property profile offers a wealth of information that is 
useful in understanding a property’s makeup. It provides 

a comprehensive overview of pertinent property data and 
ownership information, including a comparable market 
analysis. In addition to providing an overview of a property, 
a property profile can help you determine the value of a 
potential property, or identify problems that may impede 
the sale of a property.
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Closing  
(also called “settlement”)
The completion of a real estate 
transfer, where the title passes from 
seller to buyer, or a mortgage lien is 
given to secure debt.

Mortgage
A conditioned pledge of property 
to a creditor as security for the 
payment of a debt.

Trustor
The borrower, owner and guarantor 
of the property conveyed in a deed 
of trust.
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A Lawyers Title property profile can include the following information:

• Comparable market analysis

• Map of said comparables

• Vesting deed/current owner

• Open deeds of trust/mortgages

• Plat map of the property

• Solar agreements

• UCC financial statements

• HOA and city liens

Preliminary Title Report:
A preliminary title report is a dated formal report that sets out in detail the 
conditions under which a policy of title insurance would be issued on a particular 
parcel of land. Its sole purpose is to facilitate the issuance of the policy.

Within a short time after a title order has been opened, the matters of record 
relative to the issuance of the title insurance policy on the subject property have 
been assembled in the title search and examined by skilled technicians. This is the 
time when the preliminary report is prepared and sent to the customer. The report 
reflects the matters which would be shown as exceptions in a policy of the title 
insurance so that the parties to the transaction will be aware of any of those matters 
of record that may need to be cleared prior to the closing of the transaction. This 
report is issued before the title policy – hence the name preliminary report.

A Lawyers Title preliminary report identifies:
• Title defects, liens of record, or encumbrances that must be satisfied before 

issuing a title insurance policy.

• Ownership of a specific parcel of land

• Covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs) or recorded restrictions which 
have been placed in a prior deed.

• Detailed easement information

• Full real property tax

• Status of the property

Disclaimer: Content is for information purposes only.
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If you have any questions, or 
would like to order either report, 
please contact your Lawyers Title 
Sales Executive.


